This is not just a struggling story of someone you don’t know yet. But this is the conjecture of each one of us, if we are deciding to take an excursion within to explore the reality, which alone can bestow us with peace and happiness. The Secrets to the ultimate Peace and Happiness in life as given in the ancient scriptures of this world has been revealed here through the help of a story. The Hero who represents a common man left all his nice job and career in search of Peace in life and finally he find that after going through many adventures. The God puts him in different difficult situations in order to make him realize the Truth of life. The Story in its seven chapters namely: Chapter 1: The Land of War Chapter 2: The Heart and the Mind Chapter 3: You Have to Close your Eyes to See It Chapter 4: The Old Man Who Lived For Ever Chapter 5: The Himalaya & the Prayer Chapter 6: The Sea with Floating Stones Chapter 7: The End of Search unlock the five secrets of life to get Peace and Happiness.
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